
Java PUMA release notes 

CSI – Oct. 18th, 2017 

Java PUMA release notes – In as much as possible, Java PUMA strives to achieve functional and look-

and-feel parity of the existing ASP PUMA application.  The advantages of migrating PUMA from the MS 

Windows legacy ASP architecture to Linux Java are performance, supportability, security, upgradability, 

and feature development.  Since these advantages stem from the software platform, they might not be 

readily apparent from the user’s perspective.  However, there are instances where the changes were 

introduced to address obvious UI shortcomings of the current application.  These changes should not 

affect PUMA data or data processing.   

 

  



New Functionality and Workflow 

 
1. Edit Phones returns ‘regular’ entries first – Per user’s request, the ‘Regular’ phone records will 

be shown first since they are referenced the most. You must now also select the radio button 

next to the row you would like to edit or update, perform your updates, and then select either 

“U” or “Add”. The delete function will work regardless of selection. 
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2. PMG now has tabs – Instead of multiple pop-up windows, tabs will allow users to quickly switch 

between types of data without having to close/open browser windows. 
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3. Edit Alias ID’s no longer has ‘ADD’ link for single-entry ID’s – For consistency and to prevent 

confusion, Alias ID’s that cannot have more than one entries will no longer have the ‘ADD’ link. 
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4. Edit Emails, Degrees and Edit Phone have new in-line interface – Instead of having popup 

windows to add, modify, and delete these objects, a single page will provide all of these 

functionalities.  This is to facilitate viewing and updating the current records as well as adding 

new ones on the same table.  After user’s feedback the Actions links have been made more 

consistent by using ‘U’ for Update. 

 

Also, per user’s request, the Degree pages will only allow one entry per record.  As such, after 

the degree is added, the ‘add’ link will be removed. 
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5. PMG Edit no longer writes on 0 for Mind Prov Code of non-providers – Historically, this was 

done to accommodate a certain system that has since been retired. 

 

6. Java2 app has been moved to the PUMA server from the Mindscape server and Java1 which is 

retired.  We no longer need to jump to the Mindscape server for Java2 hence the connection 

from Mindscape to PUMA is severed.  The PAAS tool is used to administer access to the Java2 

pages. 

 
 

 

  



7. On UAA creation, 14 fields in uaa_main will default to NULL unless specified.  The database 

defined these columns with NULL as their default values hence when the PUMA operator does 

not specify values for these, SQL automatically write out NULL’s for their values. 

 

 
 

8. List of columns changed and their values are presented to user after PMG and UAA ‘add’ and 

‘modify’ operations. 

 

  



9. Reference Table Maintenance has finer granularity by using java.  Previously, when using date-

time columns, queries could only target records with ‘seconds’ resolution.  For example, the 

return list of users records added at certain time would include all records added from 1/1/2000 

12:00:00.000 – 1/1/2000 12:00:999.  As such any operations performed by the Table 

Maintenance pages would have to act on this entire set of records even if that might not have 

been the operator’s intention.  Java PUMA can target and operate on the exact record by 

matching at the millisecond resolution on date-time fields. 

 

10. On the UAA Add and Edit pages, the Login, Delegate NetID, and Mgr NetID fields have been 

widened to show and accept up to 13 characters in anticipation of the upcoming UW campus 

NetID changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Configuration Requirements 
Make sure that IE11 isn’t running in any Emulation mode besides the default.  In IE, press F12 to 

bring up the Dev Tools screen. Document mode should be set to “Edge (Default)” and the 

Browser profile should be set to “Desktop”.  

 

 
 

 

Please also ensure that you don’t have the PUMA web app URL saved in your Compatibility 

View. To check this setting go to the tools icon in the upper right hand corner of your 

 

          
 

 

 

 



Known Issues 
1. Currently, there is an open USD request, 1813208 to scrub and normalize the Puma database in 

order to provide higher data integrity.  Until this is done, affected records might not be able to 

Match-merge.  The legacy Puma application could be used to Match-merge records.  However, 

in doing so, any data anomalies might be propagated by the merging process and thus should be 

validated afterwards. 

 

2. The following UI issues have been seen intermittently: 

a. Possibility of receiving and 'error:null' message when making updates on the main PMG 

Edit screen --if this happens, please report it with your work flow, and central id to the 

SDM ticket 1771869. Hitting F5 will refresh the page and all the data/changes should 

have been saved. 

b. Time out error with stack trace--if this happens, please note work flow and report to the 

PumaJ go-live tracking USD ticket, 1771869. 

 

 
 

 

c. Tabs closing intermittently -- a few people have noticed that tabs, mostly the edit UAA 

tab, will close without warning. If this happens, please note work flow and report to the 

ticket above. 

 

3. Double quotes characters are not displayable in ASP text fields (truncated) and so in Java for 

Create/Edit Addresses, they are not allowed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. PUMA Java does not handle Unicode characters—If you are copy/pasting into text fields and 

accidentally paste in a Unicode character, specifically the ‘en’/’em’/long dash you will get a 



warning like this:  

 

 
 

Should you hit this warning, please just replace and dashes with a single hyphen and continue 

your update. 

 

 

If you notice any other weird characters in any text field, example below, please correct your 

entry with an appropriate ASCII character. This type of data muddling should be cleared up with 

the above defect 1813208, when PUMA J works to scrub and normalize data before it is written 

to the database. 

 

 

 

For any further issues—please report to SDM ticket 1771869, or contact Minh Phan (mhphan@uw.edu) 

or Lauren Chase (lchaser@uw.edu)  
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